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Abstract:
Several countries have set the goal of replacing gasoline vehicles (GVs) by electric vehicles (EVs) within the next decade or two. Although the global EV
sales have been increasing rapidly, the adoption rate of EVs still remains relatively low. To encourage the adoption of EVs, governments around the world
are applying a variety of incentive schemes. Two natural questions arise: First, are the goals that governments aim at such as banning of GVs socially
optimal? Second, how to design effective policies to align auto manufacturers' incentives with the socially optimal decisions? In the literature, auto
manufacturers' incentives for EV adoption and their interactions with government policies are understudied especially through a game-theoretic analytical
modelling approach. In this paper, we develop a game-theoretic model to address the above issues. Specifically, we consider a monopoly market where a
single auto manufacturer produces GVs, EVs, or both. We first derive the manufacturer's optimal strategy under a fixed government subsidy to EV
consumers, based on which we examine the manufacturer's incentive for EV adoption. Furthermore, we characterize what product(s) should be produced
at social optimum. We then propose an EV-subsidy/environmental-tax policy and show the optimal policy parameters that achieve the maximum social
welfare. Moreover, a duopoly market where a GV and an EV manufacturers compete is considered. We show that a single or both vehicle types may be
produced at equilibrium, and derive the policy that aligns the competing manufacturers' incentives with the socially optimal decisions. Finally, the monopoly
and duopoly markets are compared, and it is shown that the government should charge a higher environmental tax while offering a lower EV subsidy in the
duopoly market than in the monopoly market.
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